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ARTICLES

Administrative law in South Africa: No longer a “dismal science” – Dr Caron Beaton-Wells

Major constitutional reform was undertaken in South Africa in the mid-1990s. As part of this reform, rights to administrative justice were included in a Bill of Rights. In 2000 national legislation was passed to give effect to these rights. This article reviews one of the principal pieces of such legislation, the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act 2000, highlighting key similarities and differences to the Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) Act 1977.

Is the defeat of health warnings a victory for human rights? The Attorney-General and pre-legislative scrutiny for consistency with the New Zealand Bill of Rights – Grant Huscroft

The elected branch of government plays an important role in protecting human rights, and pre-legislative scrutiny to determine whether proposed legislation is consistent with human rights instruments is a feature of the policy development and legislative processes in many countries. The Attorney-General is required to act as an independent check on the legislative process in New Zealand by reporting to the House when proposed legislation is inconsistent with the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990. In this article I consider the performance of the Attorney-General in reporting on a Bill that proposed to require health warnings on liquor labels. I argue that the Attorney-General should not have reported on the Bill, and consider the impact of her report on the legislative process.

DEVELOPMENTS: AUSTRALIA
Guidelines for Contributors

Contributions to the journal are welcome and should be sent to the Production Editor, Public Law Review Lawbook Co., PO Box 3502, Rozelle, NSW 2039 (mail), 100 Harris St, Pyrmont, NSW 2009 (courier) or by email to plr@thomson.com.au, for forwarding to the Editor.

Manuscript

- Submission of a manuscript will be held to imply that it is original, unpublished work and has not been submitted for publication elsewhere.
- Personal details (name, qualifications, position) for publication and a delivery address, email address and phone number must be included with the manuscript.
- Manuscript must be submitted electronically via email or on disk in Microsoft Word format.
- Manuscript should not exceed 8,000-10,000 words for articles or 1,500-2,500 words for section commentary or book reviews.
- An abstract of 100-150 words is to be submitted with article manuscripts.
- Proof pages will be sent to contributors. Authors are responsible for the accuracy of case names, citations and other references. Excessive changes to the text cannot be accommodated.
- Contributors of articles receive 25 free offprints of their article and a copy of the part in which the article is published. Other contributors receive a copy of the part to which they have contributed.
- Articles published in the Public Law Review are critically appraised or reviewed by an academic or professional peer of the author for the purpose of maintaining the standards of the journal.

Style

1. Levels of headings should be clearly indicated (no more than four levels).
2. Cases
   - Case citation follows case name. Where a case is cited in the text, the citation should follow immediately rather than as a footnote.
   - Give at least two and preferably all available citations, the first listed being the authorised reference.
   - Australian citations should appear in the following order: authorised series; Lawbook Co./ATP series; other company series (ie, CCH, Butterworths); media neutral citation.
   - “At” references should only refer to the best available citation, eg: Mabo v Queensland [No 2] (1992) 175 CLR 1 at 34; 66 ALJR 408; 107 ALR 1.
   - Where only a media neutral citation is available, “at” references should be to paragraph, eg: YG & GG v Minister for Community Services [2002] NSWCA 247 at [19].
   - For international cases best references only should be included.
3. Legislation should be cited as follows:
   - Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth), s 51AC. The full citation should be repeated in footnotes.
4. Books:
   - In footnotes do not use ibid or op cit. The following style is preferred:
     - 5. Austin, n 4, p 56.
5. Journals
   - Journal articles should be cited as follows (wherever possible use official abbreviations not the full name for journal titles): Odgers S, “Police Interrogation: A Decade of Legal Development” (1990) 14 Crim LJ 220.
   - In footnotes do not use ibid or op cit. The following style is preferred:
     - 7. Sheehy et al, n 6 at 221.
6. Internet citations
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